


SIKIGU (“Shiki-gu” translates to ‘Paper-Tools’ in Japanese) is a 

brand that designs products made from paper. “Shiki-gu” 

considers paper as part of our daily lives.

Founded in 1919, we are based in Osaka where we have a 

network of printing and processing technologies. Our goal is to 

create a new culture of paper consumption.

“Shiki-gu” considers paper as a partner of our daily lives, 

reframes its core values as “deliver, contain, install”, and 

create a new daily necessity.

BRAND STATEMENT



PLEATS TRAY

PLEATS TRAY uses a technique called half-cut.

The paper is not punched all the way through, but is cut to a certain 

depth, which is arbitrarily set, to create an edgy shape.

The pleated grooves can be used to  store small  i tems and 

accessories that have no place in the room.







PICTURE BAR

A paper bar that holds photos and pictures. The magnet allows you 

to display photos and pictures without damaging them. Also comes 

with push pins for attaching to a wall.

Pictures, postcards, flyers, etc. can be easily displayed without 

using photo frames.





TWO TRAY

A tray made with two colors of paper produced by careful dyeing techniques, and bonded together by 

advanced Japanese box processing technology. 

A texture that’s soft to the touch, and colors designed to match any space, make this tray a truly 

special product. In Japan, our advanced box processing technology is defined by its careful attention 

to detail. More than the average product of this type, TWO TRAY is made by a process which cannot be 

done without the delicate skills and knowledge of craftsmen and architects with these special skills.









TUBE STAND

A case for small items, made through a combination of our 

special paper-tube processing technology, and handicraft. 

The perfect size for storing pens and organizing your desk. 

You can also combine two cases together.









PULL BOX

A file box with a handle made of paper. Not only it is easy to pull, but it also has a 

beautiful shape where the back cannot be seen from either side.This is a product 

created from the desire to have more, colorful options. Whether you buy all 

matching colors, or one of every kind, when put together, these boxes will make a

great addition to any space.





https://www.taisei-shiki.jp/?lang=en
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